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Preview of the Discussion

1. Introduction of Classic Learning Initiatives and the CLT

2. Examine the history of standardized college entry tests

3. Review the 2016 impact from the new SAT & ACT 

4. Explore the CLT

5. Looking ahead:  The future impact of standardized college entrance exams
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Why have another college entrance exam?

"Will this be on the test?"  

For the student, this critical question determines what will be studied, what will be committed to 

memory, and what will be left behind. 

Therefore….

Tests teach

Tests drive curriculum

Worldviews are shaped

 



History of Standardized Tests
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 1800’s American educators begin articulating ideas that would soon be translated into the formal assessment of student achievement. 

John Adams commented on a goal that an illiterate American is as “rare as a comet.”  This sets the backdrop of American education 

standards for Universities.  

 The original college entrance exam requirements included Latin and Greek.

 

 1869: Example questions from Harvard college entrance exam.

 1. “Describe the route of the Ten Thousand, or lay it down on a map?”

 2.  Supply the two names left blank in the folowing passage from the Oration for the Manilian Law:

○ Non dicam duas urbes potentissimas, Carthaginem et Numantiam ab eodem ________ esse deletas; non commemorabo nuper 

ita vobis patribusque esse visum, ut in uno _________ spes imperii poneretur, ut idem cum…...



History of Standardized Tests
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1900 College Entrance Examination Board is established and in 1901, the first examinations were administered around the country in 

nine subjects.  They lasted an entire week.

1905 French psychologist Alfred Binet begins developing a standardized test of intelligence, work that would eventually be incorporated 

into a version of the modern IQ test, dubbed the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test.

World War I standardized testing is common practice: aptitude quizzes called Army Mental Tests were conducted to assign US 

servicemen jobs during the war effort.

1926 Carl Brigham creates the SAT examination. Founded as the Scholastic Aptitude Test by the College Board, a nonprofit group of 

universities and other educational organizations. The original test lasted 90 minutes and consisted of 315 questions testing knowledge 

of vocabulary and basic math and even including an early iteration of the famed fill-in-the-blank analogies (e.g., blue:sky::____:grass). 

The test grew and by 1930 assumed its now familiar form, with separate verbal and math tests
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December 7, 1941 the College Examination Board was suspended during World War II and the SAT became the admissions device for 

college readiness overnight. 

1959 An education professor at the University of Iowa named Everett Franklin Lindquist (who later pioneered the first generation of 

optical scanners and the development of the GED test) developed the ACT as a competitor to the SAT. Originally an acronym for 

American College Testing, the exam included a section that guided students toward a course of study by asking questions about their 

interests. In addition to math, reading and English skills, the ACT assesses students on their knowledge of scientific facts and 

principles; the test is scored on a scale of 0 to 36. 
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In the 21st century, however, the SAT and the ACT are just part of a gauntlet of tests students may face before reaching college. The 
College Board also offers SAT II tests, designed for individual subjects ranging from biology to geography. The marathon four-hour 
Advanced Placement examinations — which some universities accept for students who want to opt out of introductory college-level 
classes — remain popular. There's also the PSAT, taken in the junior year as preparation for the full-blown SAT and as an assessment for 
the coveted National Merit Scholarships.

1994 SAT makes first change to allow for calculators on portions of the exam

In the 2005 update, the SAT expanded the test to a 2400 point scale to allow for a student writing sample.  Additionally, analogies were 
eliminated from the test because it was determined that they did not adequately reflect today's high school curriculum. 

2001 No Child Left Behind education reform is its expansion of state-mandated standardized testing as means of assessing school 
performance. Now most students are tested each year of grade school as well.

2015 Every Student Succeeds continues to uphold the state-mandated standardized testing for end of grade assessments.



Market Dynamics

1. Growth in Christian Education

a. Increase in Christian education, Homeschool movement

2. Government Incentives

a. National assessment of Common Core  -  Highly controversial

b. PARCC and SBAC consensus is breaking up - Kindergarten to 12th grade confusion

c. ESSA gave the appearance of freedom; challenges of overreaching government involvement

3. Test Optional Movement

a. ‘Test-optional’ trend means they need a more reliable customer

b. Challenges with awarding scholarships

c. SAT & ACT scores have become a measure of academic prowess - both higher & secondary education 8



How has the SAT & ACT responded

The “nationally recognised tests” drive curriculum and determine college readiness

1. College Board (SAT) - 100% aligned with the Common Core Standards

a. “No Trace of Aptitude in the New SAT”

b. The new SAT is an achievement test of what is taught in the classroom

c. Advanced Placement influence; K - 12th end of grade testing

2. ACT 

a. What to do with the ACT college entrance exam - Schizophrenia with Common Core Standards

b. ACT Aspire Testing aligned with Common Core Standards

c. Is this reflective of a student’s education and college readiness?



Problem with Standardized Testing (STs) 

1. STs have abandoned aptitude in favor of an educational policy agenda
a. An agenda which is often is antithetical to our worldview.

2. As such the STs have devalued itself as a “standard” on both dimensions

a. Standardized tests shape and drive curriculum for High Schools
b. Incoming student formation is increasingly a challenge for colleges

3. Worse, STs are designed primarily for itself – not to serve students or schools

a. From a college’s perspective, SAT candidates are an undifferentiated mass
b. Serious students, desiring to be classically educated, are disadvantaged in their college 

aspirations
4. And yet we all, students, High Schools and Colleges alike, live by it.  Why?  Because there is 

(or was) no alternative



How this affects your College/University 

1. SAT scores are indicating less and less about candidates (1,200 perfect scores?)

2. Colleges are flooded with undifferentiated prospects: (see the "test optional" movement as 

evidence)

3. The data you buy from the College Board is sold to much larger universities as well, pitting 

you in a competition you can’t win

4. The co-marketing you do for SAT/ACT not only gives you no benefit, but legitimizes your 

competitor colleges



CLT Testimonials

• “We are excited that being able to offer the CLT on campus will bring prospective students to our campus.  
Not only is this an exam choice that will be embraced by many homeschooling families, offering it on campus 
will give exposure to our college!  We are looking forward to offering this exam for the first time on our 
campus in January!”  - Pat Wesolowski, Home School Specialist Bryan College

• “First of all, the nature and philosophy of the CLT is a great fit for The King's College. We are a Christian 
liberal arts college with a core curriculum in Politics, Philosophy and Economics.” - Kimberly Thornbury,  VP 
at The King’s College 

• “I have been wanting an alternative to the SAT's and ACT's for a long time. The CLT Exam actually has 
material that we have in our curriculum like Shakespeare or Dostoyevsky. It's a 'no-brainer' for our school.” – 
Mo Woltering, Headmaster at Holy Family Academy 

• “Offering the CLT enhances Grove City’s brand. It demonstrates that we’re independent minded, and that we 
understand the concerns of independent minded parents and students.” - Lee Wishing, Director of Vision 
and Values at Grove City College



Year 1 of the CLT - A Growing Movement



CLT Results
ACT SAT CLT

36 1600 120

35 1560 117

34 1510 113

33 1460 110

32 1420 107

31 1380 103

30 1340 100

29 1300 97

28 1260 93

27 1220 90

26 1180 87

25 1140 83

24 1100 80

23 1060 77

22 1020 73

21 980 70

20 940 67

19 900 63

18 860 60

17 820 57

16 780 53

15 740 50

14 700 47

13 660 43

12 620 40



CLT Students - who are they?

According to self-reported SAT data, students who take the CLT are on average a significantly higher-performing group 
of students.



Inside the CLT

• Online test
• 40/40/40 (Verbal Reasoning, Writing/Grammar, and Quantitative Reasoning) 

• 120 questions in 120 minutes

• Raw score only 

• Immediate results

• Free score “sharing” with colleges

• College matching opportunities

• Every question is rated (1,2,3,4,5)

•  Reading/Writing passages: Philosophy, Religion, Literature, and Founding Documents 

• Quantitative Reasoning – No calculator, includes Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, Trig, and Logic 



How the CLT benefits your College/University 

1. CLT is designed with Christian education in mind 

2. CLT is designed with the student in mind 

3. CLT is designed with the HS educator in mind 

4. CLT is designed with colleges in mind 

5. Adopting CLT gets you
○ Best students (just taking the CLT tells you a LOT about that student)
○ Your students (the people you are trying to serve)
○ Scores mean more. (show comparative)  
○ Scholarship Opportunities



Thank you

Explore the CLT by visiting 
www.CLTExam.com

For a free book, email David 
Wagner

dwagner@cltexam.com

http://www.cltexam.com
http://www.cltexam.com
mailto:dwagner@cltexam.com
mailto:dwagner@cltexam.com

